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BOTTOM-UP COMPUTATION OF PERFECT 
MODELS FOR D IS JUNCTIVE  THEORIES  
JOS]~ ALBERTO FERN/kNDEZ AND JACK MINKER* 
D We present a new fixpoint characterization f the minimal models of dis- 
junctive logic programs. We prove that by applying the operator iteratively, 
it characterizes the perfect models emantics of stratified isjunctive logic 
programs. Given the equivalence between the perfect models semantics of 
stratified programs and prioritized circumscription, our fixpoint character- 
ization captures the meaning of the corresponding circumscribed theory. 
Based on these results, we present a bottom-up evaluation algorithm for 
stratified isjunctive databases. This algorithm uses the model-tree data 
structure to represent the information contained in the database and to 
compute answers to queries. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study the problem of developing a fixpoint o obtain the perfect model semantics 
of stratified isjunctive logic programs and to develop a bottom-up algorithm for 
their computation i  finite theories. Stratified isjunctive databases (SDDB), which 
are function-free logic programs, constitute such a finite theory. First, we present 
a new fixpoint characterization that, for stratified isjunctive databases, computes 
the set of perfect Herbrand models of the program. This new operator works on 
a domain of sets of minimal interpretations instead of the domain of states used 
by Minker and Rajasekar [14]. Minker and Rajasekar's Generalized Closed World 
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Assumption for Stratified Programs ( GCWA5~ [16] computes an approximation of 
the prioritized circumscription [12, 8] of stratified disjunctive programs, while our 
fixpoint characterization computes exactly the circumscribed Herbrand theory. Apt 
et  al. [1] and Van Gelder [5], independently, were the first to define the concept of 
stratification for logic programs with negation. Przymusinski [15] extended strat- 
ification to disjunctive programs and defined the concept of perfect models. The 
resulting perfect model semantics differs from the GCWAS and is equivalent o 
prioritized circumscription. 
Second, we address the problem of effectively computing the perfect models of 
stratified disjunctive databases in which we restrict clauses to be range restricted 
and safe. By range restricted and safe, we mean that every variable that occurs 
in a program clause occurs in a positive atom of the body of the clause. For this 
class, we present a bottom-up evaluation algorithm based on the model-tree data 
structure of Fern£ndez and Minker [4] and show, using the fixpoint characteriza- 
tion stated above, its correctness in computing the perfect models (i.e., prioritized 
circumscription) of stratified isjunctive databases. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains ome background efinitions 
and preliminary results, Section 3 presents the new fixpoint operator, and Section 
4 presents the bottom-up evaluation algorithm. 
2. BACKGROUND AND PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
A normal disjunctive logic program P is a set of clauses of the form 
A1 V ... V Ak ~-- B1,... ,Bn, not D1,... ,  not Dm 
where n,m >_ 0, k > 0 and the Ai, Bj, and Dl are atoms. The predicate symbols 
of the A~ are said to be defined by the clause. The Dl are called negated atoms. 
The not operator denotes negation as failure. 
If m = 0 for all clauses in P, the program is called a disjunctive logic program 
and is said to be negation-free. If k = 1 for all clauses in P, the program is called 
a normal logic program. 1
In what follows, we use the term model of P to mean Herbrand model of P. We 
sometimes highlight this fact to remind the reader that this convention is being 
used. More precisely, as in [15], let /2 be any first-order language which has an 
infinite supply of variables, contains all and only those constants (at least one), 
function symbols, and predicate symbols that appear in P, and does not contain 
the equality symbol (=). We consider £ to be the underlying language of the first- 
order theory P, and we denote by HB£ (or HBp) the Herbrand base of/2 (the 
Herbrand base of P). Since the language/2 is defined based on P, the two notations, 
HB£ and HBp, represent-the same set of elements. 
Given a positive clause, C, which is a disjunction of positive atoms, the per- 
fect model semantics [15] defines the existential closure of C, 3C to be a logical 
consequence of a stratified disjunctive logic program P (defined below) iff there ex- 
ists a set {01,.. . ,  0n} of ground substitutions such that the ground positive clause 
C01 V • • • V COn is true in all the perfect Herbrand models of P, MR. Intuitively, a 
1We will sometimes use the term nondisjunctive logic program to emphasize the fact that  the 
program is not disjunctive. 
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model M is considered perfect iff no other model of P is preferable than M where 
this preference relation is defined by a partial order between models which is based 
on the syntactic structure of the program (see Definition 2). For disjunctive deduc- 
tive databases (negation-free), perfect models coincide with minimal models. Since 
minimal models are not unique in the disjunctive case, the meaning of a disjunctive 
logic program, P, is its set of minimal Herbrand models. For stratified disjunctive 
deductive databases, the set of perfect models is a subset of the set of minimal 
Herbrand models of P. Stratified databases (not disjunctive) have unique perfect 
models. 
Definition 2.1 [15, 7]. A normal disjunctive logic program P is called a stratified 
disjunctive logic program if it is possible to partition the (finite) set S of all 
predicate symbols of P into sets {$1, . . . ,  Sr}, called strata, such that for every 
clause 
AI V" .  V Ak ~ B1, . . . ,Bn ,  not D1, . . . ,  not Dm 
in P there exists a constant c, 1 <_ c < r, such that ~/i Stratum(Ai) = c, 
Vj Stratum(Bj)  < c, and Vl Stratum(Dl) < c where Stratum(A) = i i~ the 
predicate symbol of the atom A is in stratum Si. Any partition {$1, . . . ,  S~} of 
S satisfying the above conditions is called a stratification of P. 
We use the term stratification of the clauses of P as a shorthand to refer to the 
sets P1, . . - ,  Pr, P~ C P, such that Pi contains the clauses that define the predicates 
in Si. The Herbrand base associated with Pi is defined as HBp~ = {A c HB~ : p 
is the predicate symbol of A and p E Si}. 
Definition 2.2 [15]. Let M and N be two distinct models of a normal disjunctive 
logic program P. We say that N is preferable to M (or N -~ M), if 
VA e (N-  M) ,3B  ~ (M-  N) ,A  < B. 
where A < B denotes a priority relation between atoms of the Herbrand base 
of P. A model M of P is said to be perfect if there is no model preferable to 
M. The relation -~ is called the preference relation between models. N ~ M if 
N=M orN-~M.  
For a stratified disjunctive logic program, P, the priority relation used is such 
that atoms with predicate symbols that belong to lower strata are considered to 
have priority over atoms that belong to a higher stratum. Hence, two atoms A and 
B in HBp are such that A < B if Stratum(B) < Stratum(A). 
Przymusinski [15] shows that the perfect models of a program can be constructed 
iteratively by computing what he called minimal extensions (ME).  In what follows, 
k Pi and by HBp~ the set N~ 1 HBF.  Given we denote by pk the set of clauses [J~= 1 = 
an interpretation I, I k denotes the interpretation I N HBpk where I < k < r and 
P1,. • -, Pr is a stratification of the clauses of P. 
Lemma 2.1 [15]. Let P be a stratified isjunctive logic program, and let P1, . . . ,  Pr 
be a stratification of the clauses of P. Let M C HBp., be a model of P'~ (0 < 
n < r), and let N C HBpn+~ be a model of pn+l such that M ~ N.  
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There exists 
N, such that 
1. ME(M,N) 
2. ME(M, N) 
3. ME(M,N) 
4. 1, 2, and3 
ME(M, N) C HBp~+I, called a minimal extension of M modulo 
is a model of P '~+1 and (ME(M,N)) n = M. 
is a minimal model of pn+l U M. 
-~N. 
imply that ME(M, N) is perfect iff M is perfect. [] 
A consequence of Lemma 2.1 is the fact that given a stratum n of a stratified 
disjunctive logic program, P, and a perfect model M of pn, it is the case that M k 
is a perfect model of pk for 1 < k < n. This result is a trivial consequence of the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a stratified disjunctive logic program, and let P1,.. . ,  Pr be 
a stratification of the clauses ofP.  I fM  is a perfect model o fP  n+l, then M n 
is a perfect model of P "~, for all n, 1 <_ n < r. 
PROOF. Let M ~ = ME(M n, M). By Lemma 2.1, M t ~ M and M' ~ pn+l. 
Assume M ~ -~ M. 
Since (M~)'~=M n, then M' C M. But M is a minimal model of pn+l.  (~)2  
Hence, M~=M, and consequently, by Lemma 2.1, since ME(M ~, M) is a perfect 
model of pn+l, then M '~ is a perfect model of pn. [] 
Gelfond et al. [7] proposed a new rule for negation as failure for first-order 
theories called the extended closed world assumption (ECWA), which is an exten- 
sion of the extended generalized closed world assumption ( EGCWA ) of Yahya and 
Henschen [18]. The EGCWA is itself an extension of the generalized closed world 
assumption (GCWA) [13]. An atom is in the GCWA if it is false in every minimal 
model of the program. The EGCWA finds conjunctions of atoms that are false in 
every minimal model. Although the GCWA and the EGCWA were defined only 
for function-free theories, Shepherdson [17] shows that the GCWA applies equally 
to theories with function symbols. Hence, it applies to the EGCWA with function 
symbols in the theory. 
In the case of stratified disjunctive deductive databases where the priority of 
predicate symbols is determined by the syntactic structure of the program, we use 
a restricted version of the iterated closed world assumption (ICWA) of [7] that is 
based on the fact that given a disjunctive logic program P, the minimal Herbrand 
models of P are exactly the Herbrand models of the EGCWA(P) [18]. In stratified 
disjunctive deductive databases, this fact is used iteratively on each stratum of the 
program. Formally, the restricted version of the iterated closed world assumption 
can be defined as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (Based on [7]). Let P1,... ,  Pr be a stratification of the clauses of a 
stratified isjunctive logic program P. 
ICWA(P1) = EGCWA(P1) 
ICWA(P1, . . . ,  In, P,~+I) = EGCWA( ICWA(P1, . . . ,  P,~) u P~+I) (0 < n < r). 
2Where the notat ion =~¢= denotes a contradiction. 
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As stated before, the Herbrand bases of the different strata of the program are 
defined with respect o the Herbrand universe of the language/2 and the predicate 
symbols in the corresponding strata Si, 1 < i < r. 
Example 2.1. Let DB = {p(c)V q(X);q(c) ~-- nott(c);r(d) +-- notq(d)}, and let 
the stratification for the clauses of DB be DBi = {}, DB2 = {p(c) V q(X); q(c) +--- 
nott(c)} and DBa = {r(d) *-- not q(d)}. Then 
ICWA(DB1) = {not t(c); not t(d)} 
ICWA(DB1, DB2) = {not t(c); not t(d);p(c) V q(X); q(c) *- not t(c); 
not p(c) Vnot q(d)} 
ICWA(DB1, DB2, DB3) = {not t(c); not t(d);p(c) V q(X); q(c) ~- not t(c); 
not p(c) Vnot q(d); r(d) *---not q(d); not r(c)}. 
Notice that although no constant symbol appears in DB1, both t(e) and t(d) 
belong to the Herbrand base of DBi, and therefore both are considered to be 
false under the EGCWA. Notice also that ICWA(DBi,DB2) does not contain 
q(c), since we only add to the theory negative information--the negative ground 
clauses that are true in all the minimal Herbrand models of ICWA(DB1)U 
DB2. 
As shown by the following theorem, the perfect Herbrand models of DB are 
exactly the models of the ICWA(DB1,.. . ,  DB,.). 
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a stratified disjunctive logic program, and let P i , . . - ,  Pr be 
a stratification of the clauses of P. A Herbrand model M of P is perfect iff M 
is a model of ICWA(Pi, . . . ,  Pr). 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the following statement: 
M n is a perfect Herbrand model of pn iff M n ~ ICWA(P1, . . . ,  P~). 
Base case: (n = 1) p1 = P1 where Pi, is negation free. 
Therefore, M i is a perfect model of p i  iff M 1 is a minimal model of P1 iff M i 
EGCWA(Pi) iff M 1 ~ ICWA(Pi).  
Proof for n + 1: 
(0)  M n+i is a perfect model of pn+l then M n is a perfect model of pn by 
Lemma 2.2. 
By the inductive hypothesis, M n ~ ICWA(P i , . . . ,  P~); 
therefore, M n+i ~ (ICWA(P1,..., Pn) U P~+i), since M n+i ~ P~+i- 
Assume 3N C M ~+i, N ~ (ICWA(P1,..., P,~) U Pn+i); 
then N ~ p=+l and N -~ M ~-+1. (~)  
Hence, M =+l is a minimal model of ICWA(P1,..., Pn) U P,~+i; 
therefore, M '~+i ~ EGCWA (ICWA(Pi,... Pn)u  P~+i). 
Consequently, M n+i ~ ICWA(Pi, . . . ,  Pn, P=+i). 
(~)  M n+i ~ ICWA(P1,...,Pn,Pn+i); then M ~+i ~ p~+i and 
M '~ ~ ICWA(Pi, . . . ,  pn). 
By the inductive hypothesis, M = is a perfect model of pn. Let M' = ME(M n, 
M~+i). 
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By Lemma 2.1, M'  is a perfect model of pn+l and M'  ~ M n+l. 
Assume M'  -< Mn+l; since (M') n = M n, then M' C M "+1. 
M n+l ~ EGCWA(ICWA(P1 , . . . ,  P,) U Pn+l). 
pn C_ ICWA(P1,..., Pn), and 
therefore M n+l ~ EGCWA (ICWA(pl, . . . ,P~)U pn+l)  by the definition of the 
EGCWA and Definition 3. 
Hence, M "+~ ~ EGCWA(M" UP~+I), since M n ~ ICWA(P1,... ,P,~), and there- 
fore M ~+1 is a minimal model of M n U pn+l.  
By Lemma 2.1, M' is also a minimal model of M~U pn+l, but M' c M n+l. 
Hence, M ~+1 = ME(M n,M~+I). By Lemma 2.1, M "+1 is a perfect model of 
pn+ l. [] 
In the following section, we present a fixpoint operator that computes exactly 
the Herbrand models of the iterated closed world assumption when applied to a 
stratified isjunctive database. This operator can be used to compute the perfect 
model semantics. 
3. F IXPOINT CHARACTERIZAT ION FOR STRATIF IED 
D IS JUNCTIVE  DATABASES 
An operator, TDMB, that allows the computation of the minimal models, or per- 
fect models, of a database DB must operate over sets of Herbrand interpretations 
of DB. Since our interest is in the minimal models of DB, it is possible to re- 
strict our domain to those elements that are candidates for minimal models. In 
this ~ense, the domain of our operator will be what we call sets of minimal inter- 
pretations. 
Definition 3.1. Let 27 be a set of Herbrand interpretations over HBDB. Then, Z 
is called a set of minimal Herbrand interpretations iff for each 1 6 2" there is no 
I '  6 Z such that I '  C I. 
Example 3.1. The set {{a,b}, {a,e}} is a set of minimal interpretations. On the 
other hand, the set {{a, b}, {a, c}, {a}} is not, since {a} is a subset of the other 
two. 
Before we define and analyze the monotonic properties of our fixpoint operator, 
we must define a partial order relation over the domain of sets of minimal in- 
terpretations. The partial ordering must fulfill an intuitive notion of increment 
in knowledge between sets of minimal interpretations. That is, if two sets of 
minimal interpretations, Z and if,  are such that ff  E_ Z, then it should be the 
case that any positive clause satisfied by all interpretations in if, is also satis- 
fied by all interpretations in 2". The following definition provides such a partial 
order. 
Definition 3.2. Let J and 27 be sets of minimal interpretations. Then f f  E 27 iff 
VI 6 I ,  3J 6 J ,  J C I. 
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In other words, if J _C 5, then each interpretation I E Z has a corresponding 
interpretation i  J for which I is a superset. Notice that this relation does not 
define a partial order on the domain of all sets of interpretations, since in this 
domain, the relation is not anti-symmetric. For the restricted omain of sets of 
minimal interpretations, the relation is anti-symmetric, and therefore it defines a 
partial order. 
Example 3.2. Given two sets of minimal interpretations 
{{a},{b}}E{{a},{b,c}} and {{a},{b,c}}~{{a},{b}}. 
But, notice that ~r sets with nonminimal interpretations 
{{a},{a,b}}C{{a},{a,b,c}} and {{a},{a,b,c}}E{{a},{a,b}} 
even though they are not equal. 
Lemma 3.1. The relation E_ defines a partial order over sets of minimal interpre- 
tations. 
PROOF. The proof is trivial. [] 
Theorem 3.1 shows that when we move upward in this order, we monotonically 
increase the set of ground positive clauses that are modeled by these sets of min- 
imal interpretations. The implication of this property is that for a monotonically 
increasing operator, the set of positive ground clauses modeled by a set of minimal 
interpretations will increase on each application of the operator. 
Theorem 3.1. Let ff and Z be sets of minimal interpretations. If ff ~_ 5, then 
VC such that C is a positive clause, 3" ~ C ~ Z ~ C, where Z ~ C if] 
V IcZ ,  I~C.  
PROOF. Let ff and Z be sets of minimal interpretations such that fl E_ Z, and 
let A1 V .-. V Ak be a ground positive clause such that ff ~ A1 V .-. V Ak. As- 
sume Z ~ A1 v -.. v Ak iff 3/ e 51 ~ A1 V -.. v Ak iff ~I C ZVi A~ ~ I. Since 
J E_5, then 3J E J , J  c I; hence, 3J E JV iA i  ~ J. I f f J  ~ A1V ' - 'VAk .  
Therefore, Z ~ A1 V--- V Ak. [] 
Example 3. 3. 
{{a}}. 
{{a},{b}}V=aVe 
Given the sets of minimal interpretations {{a}, {b}} U {{a}, {c, b}} E 
{{a}, {c, b}} aV b {{a}} a V b 
{{a}} a V c 
3.1. A Fixpoint Operator Based on Minimal Interpretations 
We define an operator TDMB whose least fixpoint coincides with the minimal models 
of DB, when DB is a disjunctive database (negation-free). Using this operator 
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as a starting point, we define an iterative operator ,  TMDB1,...,DB~>, that computes 
the set of perfect models of the stratified isjunctive database DB. TMB operates 
over sets of interpretations, it computes the truth value of the body of a clause with 
respect o each interpretation i  the set, and it selects globally those interpretations 
that are minimal. TMB differs in several ways from the operators defined by Lobo 
et al. [11]. The operators of [11] rely only on the general information provided 
by the GCWA of the entire set of interpretations. The evaluation of clauses with 
respect o each particular interpretation allows the usage of the negative knowledge 
of each interpretation (for each interpretation, it computes the CWA). Some of this 
knowledge is lost when one generalizes it to cover the set of interpretations a a 
whole (the GCWA of the set). 
Given a set of minimal interpretations E, TMB (27) takes the set St of heads of all 
clauses in which the bodies are true in I (the immediate consequences of DB given 
I) for each I 6 27 and computes the set of models of St U I. The resulting set of 
minimal interpretations is the set of minimal models of the union over 1 6 27 of the 
sets of models of St U I. 
Definition 3.3. Let DB be a normal disjunctive database, let I and J be sets 
of minimal interpretations, let J be an interpretation, let S be a set of positive 
disjuncts, and let Ai, Bj and Dl be atoms. Let 
stateDB(J) = {A1 V. . .  V Ak: Vi, Bi 6 J and /~l, Dt 6 J 
and A1 V • .- V Ak ¢-- B1,.. . ,  Bn, not D1,.. •, not Dm 
is a ground instance of a clause in DB} 
modelsg(S) = {M C HBDB : M is a model of (S U J)} 
min( J )={ I6 J :  f l I ' 6 J ,  I ' c I} .  
Then TMB (Z) = min(Ute z models/(stateDs (I))). 
Example 3.4. Let DB = {aVb;a ¢-- b;c ~-- b}. Then TMB({(a}, {b}}) is computed 
as follows. 
stateDB({a}) = {a V b} stateos({b}) = {a V b, a, c} 
models{a} ({a v b}) = {{a}} models{b} ({a V b, a, c}) = {{a, b, c}} 
min({{a}, {a, b, c}}) = {{a}}. 
To assure that TMB has a fixpoint, we must show that for DB negation-free, the 
operator TMB is monotonic. To do so, we verify first the monotonicity of the oper- 
ators stateDB and modelst. Once this is done, we can establish the monotonicity 
of TMB . 
Lamina 3.2. Let DB be a disjunctive database (negation-free). Let I and I' be 
interpretations. If I C I', then stateDB(I) C stateDB(I') 
PROOF. The proof is trivial. [] 
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Lemma 3.3. Let DB be a disjunctive database which is negation-free. Let I and 
I' be interpretations. If I C I', then VM' 6 models1,(stateom(I')),3M 6 
models:(stateDB(I)) such that M C_ M'. 
PROOF. The proof is trivial. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let DB be a disjunctive database (negation-free); then ToM s is mono- 
tonic. 
PROOF. Let 2" and J be minimal sets of interpretations such that J c_ I .  
VI' 6 I ,  3I 6 J ,  I c_ I'. Hence, let I '  6/7 and let 1 6 J such that I C I'. 
By Lemma 3.3, VM' 6 models1,(stateDs(I')),3M 6 modelsi(stateDs(I)),M C_ 
M'. Therefore, VM' 6 (U/,ez models1,(stateDB(I'))), 
3M 6 (U le j  modelsl (stateDB(I))), M C M'. 
Therefore, VM' 6 (min(Ul, eZ models1,(stateDs(I')))), 
3M e (min(~Jiej modelsx(stateDs(I)))) such that M C M'. 
Hence, TMB(J) C TOMB(5[ ). [] 
Since TMB is monotonic, it is possible to compute its least fixpoint by computing 
its ordinal powers [10]. The ordinal powers of TOM s are defined as follows. 
Definition 3.4. Let DB be a normal disjunctive database. 
TMB T O(I) = I 
TMB T C~(Z) M M = TSB(TDB T (a - 1)(2")) 
ToMB T ~(Z) : Iub{TMB T f~(Z) :/3 < (~} 
if a is a successor ordinal 
if a is a limit ordinal. 
We denote by TMB ~ (~ the operator TMB T a({@}). 
If TMB T a( I )  = TMB T (a + 1)(I), then a is a fixpoint ordinal for TOMB(5[ ).
We are guaranteed to have a least upper bound (lub) since we are dealing with 
a finite Herbrand base. A general property of TOM B is the fact that its fixpoints 
represent sets of models for the normal disjunctive database DB. 
Theorem 3.3. Let DB be a normal disjunctive database, and let Z be a set of 
minimal interpretations over HBDB. Then TOMs(Z ) = Z iff VM 6 Z, M 
DB. 
PROOF. 
(~)  Let M be a model of DB (M ~ DB); then 
V(A1 V ... V Ak +-- B~ ... .  ,B~,notD1 ,.. .  ,notDm) ground instance in 
DB such that 
(ViB~ 6 M and /BID~ 6 M) ~ (3jAj E M). 
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Let 
M' = {AjO @ M : (A1 V. . .  v Ak ~- B~,..., B~, 
not D1, . . . ,  not Dm) E DB and 
8ground and (Vi, BiO 6 M) and (/~l, DzO e M)}; 
(0 )  
then M' is a model for stateDB (M) and M' C_ M. 
Since VM" 6 modelsM(statemB(M)), M C_ M", then 
min(modelsM(statems(M))) = {M}. 
Consequently, if V M e I M ~ D B, then TMs (27) = min(U M ez { M } ) = 
27. 
Let 2- = TMB(27) and assume 3M E Z, M ~= DB. 
Then VJ 6 modelsM(stateDs(M)), M C J and 
3(A1 v . . -vAk  ~-- Bi,. • •, Bn, not D1,. • •, not Din) ground instance in DB 
such that 
(Yi B~ 6 M) and (~l Dt 6 M) and (~]j Aj E M). 
Therefore, VJ E modelsM(stateDB(M)), 3j Aj 6 J andAj  ¢ M. 
Therefore, M • modelsM(stateDB(M) ). 
Assume 3M'  E 27, M 6 modelsM,(stateDB(M')); then M' C M. 
(~)  
Hence, M ¢ (Ui~z models1(stateDB(I))) and consequently 27 
Tff.(Z). (~)  
Hence, VM 6 2- M ]= DB. [] 
For disjunctive databases (negation-free), it is easy to prove how the fixpoint 
operator characterizes the set of minimal (perfect) models of the database. 
Corollary 3.1. Let DB be a disjunctive database (negation-free), and let J~DB be 
the set of perfect models of DB (i.e., the set of minimal models of DB). Then 
1. TMB(.A/[DB) = .A/[DB 
2. VZ, TMB(z) = Z ~ MOB E_ Z 
3. MD.  = 9lb({Z : T~B(Z) = Z}) 
4. A4DB = TMB T (~, for a a fixpoint ordinal. 
PROOF. h By Theorem 3.3. 2: Since A4DB is the set of minimal models of DB. 
3: From 1 and 2. And 4: From Theorems 3.2 and 3. [] 
Notice that the semantics described by TMB is equivalent to the semantics com- 
puted by the TDB operator of Minker and Rajasekar [14] since the minimal models 
of their model state are exactly the minimal models of DB. 
Example 3.5. Let DB = {a V b; a ~-- b; c ~-- b}; then 
1. TMs({$}) = {{a}, {b}} the minimal models of a V b 
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2. TMB({{a}, {b}}) = min({{a}, {a,b,c}}) = {{a}.) 
{{a}} 
3. TMB({{a))) = {{a}} {{a}} is a fixpoint. 
notice, {{a},{b}} 
Notice that Corollary 3.1 does not apply for normal disjunctive databases be- 
cause statement 2 is not always true in this case, as may be seen by computing 
the fixpoint for the database DB = {p ~ not q}. For stratified databases, Apt 
et al. [1] defined an iterative fixpoint, iter, that computes the perfect model of 
the database. For each stratum, the operator computes the minimal model of the 
stratum by eliminating from its clauses the negative literals. The transformation 
uses the model computed for the previous tratum to decide how the clauses must 
change. 
Definition 3.5 [1, 6]. Let DB be a normal disjunctive database, and let I be. an 
interpretation. Then 
DB I = {(A1 V.- .  V Ak ~- B1 , . . . ,B , )  : 
(A1 V ... V Ak *--- B1 , . . . ,Bn ,not  D1, . . . ,nOt  DM) 
is a ground instance of a clause 
in DB and {D1, . . . ,D ,n} N I  = 0} 
where th@ Ai, Bj  and Dl are atoms. 
For stratified isjunctive databases, we define an iterative version of TDMB similar 
in some aspects to the iter operator of Apt et al. In our case, since there can be 
more than one model per stratum, we must generate a transformed atabase for 
each of the models of the previous stratum and compute the next stratum using 
each database in the corresponding interpretations. 
Definition 3. 6. Let DB be a stratified isjunctive database, and let DB1, . . . ,  DBr 
be a stratification of the clauses of DB. Then 
TMDB~> = TDMS~ T a 
for a a fixpoint ordinal 
T M -- T M <DB1 ..... DBn,DB,+I> -- DB.,+I T a(TMDB1 ..... DB~>) 
for a a fixpoint ordinal and n > 0. 
Example 3.6. Let DB1, DB2, and DB3 be defined as in Example 2.1. Then 
M 
T~DB1 > = { } 
TMDB1,DB~> = {{q(c), p(c)), {q(c), q(d))} 
M T;DB,,DS2,DBa >= {{q(c),p(c), r(d)}, {q(c), q(d)}}. 
The following lemma makes clear the fact that the iterative operators uses the 
correct version of the database on the corresponding interpretations. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let DB be a stratified isjunctive database, and let DB1, . . . ,  DBr be 
a stratification of the clauses of DB. Then 
T M T M DB¢:,.+I T o~(TMDB1 ..... DS,,>) : U DB,,_]_ 1 T OL({I}) 
IET<MDB1 ..... DBn> 
- U " - -  T iDB, ,+ IU I  )1 T Ol 
IET<MoB1 ..... DBn> 
for a a fixpoint ordinal. 
PROOF. For the first equality, notice that since the interpretations in T M <DB1, . . . ,DB,> 
are minimal and DB is stratified, it is not possible that two models computed 
starting from different interpretations in T M <DBa,...,DBn> can include one 
another. 
Every model in T M T a({I}) is a superset of I. Hence, T M T a({I}) = DB,~+a DBn+a 
M TiDB.,+,Ul ) T a({I}). 
By definition of the operator, notice that M T(DB,,+,uI) ~ O~({1}) = T~DB.+IuI), T 
M a({I}),  and therefore it is equal to TiDB,,+aUI), T a, which is the set of minimal 
models of (DBn+I U I) I. [] 
Using this result, it is possible to prove that T M computes exactly <DB1 ,. . . ,DB,.> 
the models of ICWA(DBa, . . . ,  DBr). 
Lemma 3.5. Let DB be a stratified disjunctive database, let DB1, . . . ,DBr  be a 
, T M stratification of the clauses of DB, and let 0 < n <_ r. Then M c <DBI ..... DB,> 
iff M is a model of ICWA(DB1, . . . ,  DBn). 
PROOF. By induction on n. 
Base case (n = 1): M C TMDB~> iff M E TMB1 T a, for a a fixpoint ordinal 
iff M E AdDB~, since DB1 is negation free and Corollary 3.1 
iff M ~ EGCWA(DB1) 
if[ M ~ ICWA(DB1), by Definition 3. 
Inductive hypothesis (n <_ k): 
M E T M iff M ~ ICWA(DB1, DB,~). <DB1,. . . ,DB,~> • • •, 
Proof fo rk+l :  M E T M <nsl ..... OBk,DB~+I> i f fM E T M T a(T<MDB1 ..... DBk>), DBk+I  
for a a fixpoint ordinal 
iff M ~ DBk+I and 
3M' E T M M' M'  <DB1 ..... DBa>,  C__ M and ~ ICWA(DBI, .  . . , DBk). 
Then M ~ DBk+IU ICWA(DB1, . . . ,  DBk), by Theorem 3.3. 
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Then M ~ EGCWA(DBk+IU ICWA(DB1,.. . ,  DBk)) since M is a minimal model 
of (DBk+I U M~) M' by Lemma 3.4. 
Hence, M ~ ICWA(DB1,.. . ,DBk,DBk+I). [] 
Theorem 3.4. Let DB be a stratified disjunctive database, and let DB1,. . . ,  DBr 
be a stratification of the clauses of DB. Then 
.A~DB ~- T M where J~DB is the set of perfect models of DB. <DB1 ,...,DB~> , 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 2.1. [] 
Example 3.7. 'Let DB, DB1, DB2, and DB3 be defined as in Examples 2.1 and 
3.6. Then 
J~DB z T M <DBI,DB2,DB3> = {{q(c), p(c), r(d)}, {q(c), q(d)}}. 
4. BOTTOM-UP EVALUATION OF  STRATIF IED 
DIS JUNCTIVE  DATABASES 
In this section, we consider SDDBs whose clauses are range-restricted and safe. By 
range-restricted, we mean that any variable that occurs in the head of a clause also 
occurs in its body; by safe, we mean that any variable that occurs in a negated 
atom of the body also occurs in a positive atom of the body. An SDDB has a 
finite Herbrand base, and hence, strictly speaking, it is not necessary to impose the 
conditions of range-restrictedness and safeness for the bottom-up evaluation of the 
database. However, we impose these conditions to avoid having to precompute the 
entire Herbrand base. 
Several data structures have been used to represent disjunctive databases [4, 
9, 19]. Fern£ndez and Minker [4] present algorithms for computing, in a bottom- 
up fashion, the minimal models of Hierarchical Disjunctive Deductive Databases 
(Hierarchical DDDB). Their approach is based on the use of a data structure 
called a model tree to represent the minimal models being computed. For the 
hierarchical case (databases without negation or recursive predicates), Fern£ndez 
and Minker show that the minimal models of a disjunctive deductive database 
(DDDB) (without negation) can be computed incrementally, starting with the 
empty database, by adding one rule at a time. Using the fixpoint operators 
defined in the previous section, we show here that iterative applications of this 
incremental process allow us to compute the perfect models of any stratified dis- 
junctive database (which, by Definition 1, allows the case of recursive predicates). 
In this section, we use the model tree data structure to compute the perfect 
models. 
4.1. Computing Minimal Models of an SDDB 
Roughly, a model tree for a set of minimal interpretations 2" is a tree structure 
representing all the interpretations in 7 such that each node of the tree is labeled 
by an atom that occurs in 2", and each branch of the tree (the atoms in the path 
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from the root to a leaf node) represents a different interpretat ion i 27, The special 
symbol  c labels the root of the tree and it represents no atom. 
Definition 4.1. Let Z be a finite set of Herbrand interpretat ions (models) over an 
FOL L. An interpretation (mode 0 tree for I is a tree structure where 
• The root is labeled by the special symbol e. 
• Other nodes are labeled with atoms in 2:. 
• No atom occurs twice in a branch. 
• I E Z iff 3bli = {A : A atom in bl} where bl is a branch in the tree. 
We will use the symbol  7- to represent interpretat ion or model  trees. 
Example 4.1. Given the theory {a(1); a(2) V b(2); b(1) V b(2)} with minimal  mod-  
els {a(1) ,a(2)} and {a(1),a(2),b(1)}, a model  tree that  represents these minimal  






Algorithm 4.1. Evaluating a disjunctive clause in a model tree. 
Let A1 V - • - V Ak (--- B1,. • •, Bn, not D1, . . . ,  not Dm be a SDDB clause with 
k _> 1 and n, m >_ 0, and let Tz be a model  tree for a set of minimal  interpreta-  
t ions Z. 
1. Le t / ) I  = {the set of atoms occurring inTz}. 
2. Compute J = {0 : 0 is ground and Vi BiO E/)z}.3 
3. For each 0 E J 
For each branch b of Tz 
If Vi BiO occurs in b and /3j AjO occurs in b and fll DIO 
occurs in b, then 
Add to Tz new leaf nodes AIO,..., AkO as children 
of the leaf node of b. 
4. E l iminate any nonminimal  branch. 
A lgor i thm 4.1 shows how a disjunctive clause can be evaluated in a model  tree. 
The result of the algor ithm is a model  tree that  includes the atoms deduced by the 
3The substitutions in J only involve variables that occur in the Bis. If no variables occur in 
the Bis, then J only contains the identity substitution. 
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application of the rule in the input tree. If we consider :Dz as the dictionary of data 
stored in Tz, then the computation of the set J is equivalent to the computation i
a definite database of the complex join operation 3 represented by ~ B1,. • •, Bn. J 
covers the substitutions that can trigger the inclusion of an atom AjO in a model. 
Hence, the number of elements in the set J is an upper limit to the set of substi- 
tutions that need to be checked in order to determine what atoms must be added 
to the interpretations. J reduces the number of grounded rules to be inspected by 
the algorithm in step 3. 
Theorem 4.1. Let C = (A IV ' . .VAk  ~- B1 , . . . ,Bm notD1, . . . ,  notDm) be a 
ground instance of a clause in a SDDB, DB. Let Tz and T j  be model trees for 
Y. and J ,  respectively. If T j  is the result of applying Algorithm 4.1 to Tz, then 
j : 
PROOF. Let I be an interpretation i :2 with bI its corresponding branch in Tz. If 
Vi, Bi E I and /~l, Dl C I, then {A1V. . .  VAk} = state{c)(I).  
Let ;C = {{Ai}} U I :  {1 < i < k}. Then min(K) = min(modelsl(state{c}(I))), 
and in particular, min(;C) = {I} iff 3i, Ai E I. 
Therefore, step 3 generates a model-tree with minimal branches representing 
[] 
Algorithm 4.1 is a general algorithm for the evaluation of clauses in these tree 
structures. The algorithms presented by Fernandez and Minker [4] were special- 
ized to particular types of clauses. To, show the usefulness of Algorithm 4.1 in the 
computation of the perfect models of an SDDB, we introduce anew fixpoint charac- 
terization, I M that computes TDMB incrementally. If DB = {C1, .  , Cn}, 
<C1, . . . ,C , ,  > ' " " 
then the fixpoints of both operators coincide. 
Definition 4.2. Let DB = {C1,. . . ,  Cn} be a normal disjunctive database, and let 
:2 be a set of minimal interpretations. Then i M = T M .. (Tic1}M <c1 ..... c,,> ( I )  {c,,} (" 
(Z) ) - . . ) .  
Theorem 4.2. Let D B = {C1,. . . ,  C,~} be a normal disjunctive database, and let :T 
be a set of minimal interpretations. Then 
TMs (Z) = Z iff IM<c, ..... c,,> (Z) = Z. 
PROOF. TMB(Z) = :2 iff V Ie  Z, I ~ P iff VI C Z, Vi, I b Ci i f f  Vi, T~(/ : )  = :2 iff 
I M <c,  ..... c , ,>( : r )= I .  [] 
Note that if DB is a hierarchical DDDB, we can use the hierarchical nature of 
the rules to construct a topological order for their evaluation. This order would 
allow the evaluation of the minimal models of DB in one application of the operator 
which is exactly what the algorithm described by Fernhndez and Minker [4] does. 
Example 4.2. Let DB = {a V b; a *-- b; c *-- b} be a hierarchical DDDB. Then 
1. I~a.__b),(avb),(c.__b) > ({0}) = {{a}, {b, c}} not using a topological order 
2. I<vJ(avb),(a.__b),(c.__b)>({O}) {{a}} using a topological order 
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and {{a}} is a fLxpoint. Notice that I<M(avb),(a~_b),(c,_b)> T 1 is a fixpoint, but 
I u needs at least two iterations to reach a fLxpoint. < (a+-b),(aVb),(c~--b)> 
The computation of the minimal models of a DDDB with recursive definitions can 
be accomplished by applying Algorithm 4.1 for each rule in the database, repeating 
this process until no modifications are performed on the tree. The fact that the 
Herbrand base for databases is finite guarantees the termination of the iterative 
process. 
Theorem 4.3. Let DB be an SDDB, and let DB1, . . . ,  DBr be a stratification of 
DB such that DBi = {Ci l , . . .  ,Cim~}. Then the perfect models of DB, MDB, 
can be computed as follows. 
T<MDB > ~ I M <Cil,...,Ci,,i> T n l  
TM IM T M - nk÷l(T v.  ..... <DB1,...,DBk,DBa+I > -- <Ck+ll,...,Ca+lmk+ 1> 
J~DB -= T M <DB1,...,DB~> 
for 0 < k < r and ni < w a fixpoint ordinal. 
PROOF. Since HBDB is finite, TDMB~ and I M have fixpoint ordinals in 
< Ci l  ,.*.,Ci~ i > 
w, and by Theorem 4.2, their fixpoints coincide. By Corollary 3.1, T M <DB1,...,DB~> 
is the set of perfect models of DB. [] 
For stratified disjunctive databases, Algorithm 4.2 computes the perfect models 
• of the SDDB by iterating Algorithm 4.1 through the clauses on each stratum of the 
database. 
Algorithm 4.2. Computing the model tree of a stratified disjunctive database. 
Let {DB1, . . . ,  DBr} be a stratification for the clauses of an SDDB, DB. 
1. Let T ~- ~. 
2. For i= l to rdo  
Let DB~ = {C1,. . . ,  Cm,} 
Repeat 
For j = 1 to mi do T *-- T~(T)  using Algorithm 4.1. 
Until no modification is performed on T. 
3. Return T. 
Example 4.3. Let DB be an SDDB stratified as follows: 
1: t(c) V t(d) 
DB1 = 2: t(d) *-- t(c) 
3: q(c) ~- not t(c) 
DB2 = 4:p(X)  V q(X) ~- t (X)  
DB3 = 5: r(d) *-- not q(d) 
Then Algorithm 4.2 computes the model tree of MDB, TDB, in Figure 1. 
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(1) t(c) t(d) (2) t(c) t(d) rain 
I 
t(d) 
I = TDB~ 
(3) 
~TDB ---- 
e c e 
I I I 
t(d) Tva,ovs, = ~(d) t(d) 
q(c) (5) q(c) (4) q(c) 
p(d) q(d) p(d) q(d) 
~(~) 
F IGURE 1. Computing the perfect models of a stratified atabase. 
These algorithms may also be used to obtain answers to a query expressed in dis- 
junctive normal form (DNF). The process consists of defining a new predicate Q(Z), 
where Z represents all variables in the query, and forming a set of query clauses 
whose head is Q(Z) and whose bodies are the conjuncts of the DNF representation 
of the query. 
For a database with stratification DB1,..., DBr, the query clauses are consid- 
ered to form a new stratum DB~+I. Algorithm 4.2 will evaluate the clauses in 
strata DB1,... ,DB~+I and will place the ground instantiations of Q(~) in the 
model tree. An answer is obtained by selecting one of these ground instances from 
each branch of the model tree to form a disjunction. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We present a new fixpoint characterization f the perfect model semantics of Przy- 
musinski for stratified disjunctive databases. This model semantics is equivalent 
to that of prioritized circumscription of McCarthy and Lifschitz [12, 8] for disjunc- 
tive theories, since Przymusinski [15] showed that the perfect models are exactly 
the models of prioritized circumscription. Using this characterization, we prove 
how the bottom-up algorithm of Fern£ndez and Minker for hierarchical disjunctive 
deductive databases can be extended to compute the perfect models of stratified 
disjunctive databases. The use of Fern£ndez and Minker's model tree representation 
allows the application of their query answering procedure [4] to extract a complete 
set of answers, for a query, under the perfect model semantics. 
The model tree representation can be considered to be an abstract representa- 
tion for storing disjunctive information. The algorithm generalizes the notion of 
the model tree to be able to characterize the set of perfect models of a disjunc- 
tive database as the least fixpoint of a monotonic operator over sets of minimal 
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interpretations. By extending the use of model trees to the stratified case, we are 
able to retain the compact representation of disjunctive data that  the model tree 
offers. 
In the future, we plan to study the problem of mapping efficiently model trees 
into a concrete data structure suitable for implementation i a deductive database 
environment. Also, we plan to develop optimization techniques imilar to magic 
sets [3, 2] for query answering procedures in disjunctive databases. 
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